Fake News on Facebook and Twitter: Investigating How People (Don’t) Investigate
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ABSTRACT
With misinformation proliferating online and more people getting news from social media, it is crucial to understand how people assess and interact with low-credibility posts. This study explores how users react to fake news posts on their Facebook or Twitter feeds, as if posted by someone they follow. We conducted semi-structured interviews with 25 participants who use social media regularly for news, temporarily caused fake news to appear in their feeds with a browser extension unbeknownst to them, and observed as they walked us through their feeds. We found various reasons why people do not investigate low-credibility posts, including taking trusted posters' content at face value, as well as not wanting to spend the extra time. We also document people's investigative methods for determining credibility using both platform affordances and their own ad-hoc strategies. Based on our findings, we present design recommendations for supporting users when investigating low-credibility posts.
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INTRODUCTION
While propaganda, conspiracy theories, and hoaxes are not fundamentally new, the recent spread and volume of misinformation disseminated through Facebook, Twitter, and other social media platforms during events like the 2016 United States election has prompted widespread concern over “fake news” online. Social media companies have taken steps to remove misinformation (unintentional false stories) and disinformation (intentional false stories) [43] from their sites, as well as the accounts who spread these stories. However, the speed, ease, and scalability of information spread on social media means that (even automated) content moderation by the platforms cannot always keep up with the problem.

The reality of misinformation on social media begs the question of how people interact with it, whether they believe it, and how they debunk it. To support users in making decisions about the credibility of content they encounter, third parties have created fact-checking databases [28, 75, 78], browser extensions [29, 63], and media literacy initiatives [8, 41, 70]. Facebook and Twitter themselves have made algorithm and user interface (UI) changes to help address this. Meanwhile, researchers have investigated how people assess the credibility of news on social media [33, 44, 49, 81]. However, prior work has typically not studied users’ interactions with fake news posted by people they know on their own social media feeds, and companies have given us little public information about how people use the platforms’ current design affordances.

To better understand how people investigate misinformation on social media today, and to ultimately inform future design affordances to aid them in this task, we pose the following research questions:

1. How do people interact with misinformation posts on their social media feeds (particularly, Facebook and Twitter)?
2. How do people investigate whether a post is accurate?
3. When people fail to investigate a false post, what are the reasons for this?
4. When people do investigate a post, what are the platform affordances they use, and what are the ad-hoc strategies they use that could inspire future affordances?

We focus specifically on Facebook and Twitter, two popular social media sites that many people use for news consumption [77]—note that we use the term “feed” in this paper to refer generally to both Facebook’s News Feed and Twitter’s timeline. We conducted an in-person qualitative study that included (a) semi-structured interviews to gain context around people’s social media use and prior experience with misinformation and (b) a think-aloud study in which participants scrolled through their own feeds, modified by a browser extension we created to temporarily cause some posts to look as though they contained misinformation.
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Our results show how people interact with “fake news” posts on Facebook and Twitter, including the reasons they ignore posts or choose not to investigate them further, cases where they take false posts at face value, and strategies they use to investigate questionable posts. We find, for instance, that participants may ignore news posts when they are using social media for non-news purposes; that people may choose not to investigate posts due to political burn-out; that people use various heuristics for evaluating the credibility of the news source or account who posted the story; that people use ad-hoc strategies like fact-checking via comments more often than prescribed platform affordances for misinformation; and that despite their best intentions, people sometimes believe and even reshare false posts. Though limited by our participant sample and the specific false posts we showed, our findings contribute to our broader understanding of how people interact with misinformation on social media.

In summary, our contributions include, primarily, a qualitative investigation of how people interact with fake news on their own Facebook and Twitter feeds, surfacing both reasons people fail to investigate posts as well as the (platform-based and ad-hoc) strategies they use when they do investigate, and how these relate to information-processing theories of credibility evaluation. Additionally, based on our findings, we identify areas for future research.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Prior work has discussed terminology for referring to the phenomenon of misinformation online, including misinformation (unintentional), disinformation (intentional), fake news, and information pollution [43, 48, 88]. In this paper, we typically use the term “misinformation” to remain agnostic to the intention of the original creator or poster of the false information in question, or use the more colloquial term “fake news”.

Social Media, News, and Misinformation

Concerns about misinformation online have been rising in recent years, particularly given its potential impacts on elections [30], public health [7], and public safety [10]. Prior work has studied mis/disinformation campaigns on social media and the broader web, characterizing the content, the actors (including humans and bots), and how it spreads [4, 57, 76, 79]. The spread of misinformation on social media is of particular concern, considering that 67% of Americans as of 2017 get at least some of their news from social media (with Facebook, Youtube, and Twitter making up the largest share at 45%, 18%, and 11% respectively [77]). Moreover, prior work has shown that fact-checking content is shared on Twitter significantly less than the original false article [75].

How People Interact With Misinformation

In this work, we focus on how people interact with misinformation they encounter on Facebook and Twitter. Our work adds to related literature on how people consume and share misinformation online—for example, that fake news consumption and sharing during the 2016 U.S. election was associated with (older) age and (more conservative) voting behaviors [35, 39]—as well as the strategies people use to evaluate potential fake news. Flintham et al. [33] suggest that people evaluate the trustworthiness of posts on Facebook or Twitter based on the source, content, or who shared the post, though prior work also suggests that people take the trustworthiness of the source less into account than they think [57], less than trustworthiness of the poster [81], or less when they are not as motivated [44]. Lee et al. [49] also explored the effect of poster expertise on people’s assessment of tweet credibility.

More generally, researchers have studied how people process information with different motivations [9, 15, 67], how people use cues as shortcuts for judging credibility when not highly-motivated [31, 34, 61, 80], and frameworks for correcting different types of information misperceptions [50]. At its root, misinformation can be hard to combat due to taking advantage of human cognitive biases [58], including the backfire effect [51, 64]—though other work contests the prevalence of the backfire effect [92] and notes that a tipping point for correcting misconceptions exist [69].

Prior academic work has not studied how people interact with potential false information in the context of their own social media feeds [33, 44, 81], without adding followers for the purposes of the study [49]. Thus, our study investigates people’s strategies in a more ecologically-valid setting for both Facebook and Twitter—sometimes corroborating prior findings or theories, and sometimes providing new perspectives.

Mitigations for Social Media Misinformation

Platform Moderation

One approach to combating misinformation on social media platforms is behavior-based and content-based detection and moderation. For example, Twitter and Facebook remove accounts that manipulate the platform and display inauthentic behavior [38, 71, 74]. They also both demote posts on their feeds that have been flagged manually or detected to be spam or clickbait [22, 24, 85]. One challenge with platform-based solutions is that they may require changes in underlying business practices that incentivize problematic content on social media platforms [37]. Outside of platforms, research tools also exist to detect and track misinformation or bot related behavior and accounts on Twitter [1, 65, 75].

Supporting Users

Other solutions to misinformation aim to engage and support users in evaluating content and identifying falsehoods. This includes media literacy and education [8, 44] (e.g., a game to imbue psychological resistance against fake news [70]), professional and research fact-checking services and platforms (e.g., Snopes [78], PolitiFact [68], Factcheck [28], and Hoaxy [75]), and user interface designs [36] or browser extensions [29, 63] to convey credibility information to people.

Facebook and Twitter, the sites we focus on in this study, both provide a variety of platform affordances related to misinformation. For example, Facebook users can report a post or user for spreading false news. Facebook also provides an information (“i”) button giving details about the source website of an article [25], provides context about why ads are shown to users [26] (although research has shown this context may be too vague [3]), and warns users by showing related articles (including a fact-checking article) before they share...
Facebook

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Summary (All are false claims.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce</td>
<td>meme¹</td>
<td>Lettuce killed more Americans than undocumented immigrants last year [52].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA Bill</td>
<td>article</td>
<td>CA Democrats Introduce LGBTQ Bill that would protect pedophiles [12].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishwasher</td>
<td>image</td>
<td>Dishwashers are a safe place to store valuable documents during hurricanes [47].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ Fox</td>
<td>meme</td>
<td>The government of New Zealand pulled Fox News off the air [53].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church</td>
<td>image</td>
<td>A church sign reads “Adultery is a sin. You can’t have your Kate and Edith too” [19].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billionaires</td>
<td>meme</td>
<td>Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez said the existence of billionaires was wrong [54].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>image</td>
<td>A photograph shows a toy product Abortion Barbie [13].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Storm</td>
<td>image</td>
<td>A photograph shows a large storm over Sydney, Australia [18].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. coli</td>
<td>article</td>
<td>Toronto is under a boil water advisory after dangerous E.coli bacteria found in the water [56].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Twitter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Summary (All are false claims.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lettuce</td>
<td>text</td>
<td>Lettuce killed more Americans than undocumented immigrants last year [52].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NZ Fox</td>
<td>article</td>
<td>The government of New Zealand pulled Fox News off the air [53].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas</td>
<td>article</td>
<td>A convicted criminal was an illegal immigrant [66].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dog</td>
<td>video</td>
<td>Photographs show a large, 450-pound dog [17].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abortion Barbie</td>
<td>image</td>
<td>A photograph shows a toy product Abortion Barbie [13].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daylight Savings</td>
<td>article</td>
<td>AOC opposes Daylight Savings Time [16].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-vax</td>
<td>article</td>
<td>A Harvard study proved that “unvaccinated children pose no risk” to other kids [46].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of false post information, paraphrased from Snopes.com. The titles are shorthand used in the rest of the paper.

¹A meme is “an amusing or interesting item (such as a captioned picture or video) that is spread widely online especially through social media” [59].

something that is known to be false news. Facebook has iterated on the design and timing of this warning over the last several years [20,21,23] due in part to concerns about the backfire effect (though recent work has called this effect into question [92]). The use of “related stories” for misinformation correction has been supported by non-Facebook research [6].

Twitter has fewer misinformation-specific affordances. Twitter allows user to report tweets (e.g., if something “isn’t credible”) or accounts (e.g., for being suspicious or impersonating someone else). It has also added a prompt directing users to a credible public health source if users search keywords related to vaccines [86], similar to Facebook [27]. Twitter also annotates “verified” (i.e., authentic) accounts with blue checkmark badges (as does Facebook), though these badges do not indicate anything about the credibility or accuracy of the account’s posts. Indeed, Vaidya et al. found that Twitter users do not confuse account verification, as indicated by the blue badge, with post credibility [87].

Despite this wide range of intended solutions, there is a lack of public research on how people use these platform affordances to investigate potential fake news posts. To address this, we study how people react to misinformation on their native news feeds, how and when they take content at face value, and how they behave when skeptical. We consider not just the affordances designed for fake news, but also other ways users make use of the platform.

METHODS
We conducted semi-structured interviews about participants’ social media use, and then conducted a think-aloud session as participants scrolled through their own feeds, in which a browser extension we developed modified certain posts to look like misinformation posts during the study. The study was conducted in-person either in a user study lab or at a cafe. Researchers audio-recorded the interviews and took notes, and participants were compensated with a $30 gift card. We focused on Twitter and Facebook, two social media sites which were primary traffic sources for fake news during 2016 [35]. Our study was considered exempt by our institution’s IRB; because we recognize that IRB review is necessary but not sufficient for ethical research, we continued to conduct our study as we would have given continued review (e.g., submitting modifications to the protocol to our IRB). We discuss ethical considerations throughout this section.

Recruitment and Participants
We posted recruitment flyers around a major university campus, as well as public libraries and cafes across the city. We also advertised to the city’s local AARP chapter (to reach older adults), as well as neighborhood Facebook groups. Given that older people shared fake news most often during the 2016 election [39], we sought to sample a range of ages.

Table 2 summarizes our participants. We recruited people who used Twitter and Facebook daily or weekly for various news (except for P11); most participants used social media for other reasons as well (e.g., communicating or keeping up with people, entertainment). Because the study required our browser extension, we primarily recruited people who use social media on a laptop or desktop, though most participants used phones or tablets as well. About one-third of our participants are students from a large public U.S. university. Most participants responded to a question about their political orientation by stating they were left-leaning.

Misinformation Browser Extension
While prior work has primarily observed participants interacting with misinformation from researcher-created profiles, we wanted participants to interact with posts on their own feeds for enhanced validity. To do this while also controlling what they encountered, we built a Chrome browser extension to...
show misinformation posts to participants. Our extension temporarily modified the content of random posts on participants’ feeds, making them look as if they contained misinformation, on the client-side in the current browser. During the study, posts with our content appeared on Facebook as if posted by a friend of the participant, within a Group, or as a sponsored ad. On Twitter, posts appeared either as a direct tweet, like, or retweet by someone the participant follows. We did not control for what types of posts were randomly modified.

Though the false posts appeared to participants while the extension was active, these posts did not exist in their real feeds, and this content could not be liked or shared. In other words, there was no possibility for participants to accidentally share misinformation via our modifications. If a participant attempted to share or like a modified post on Facebook, no request to Facebook was actually made. On Twitter, if someone attempted to like or retweet a modified post, in practice they liked or retweeted the real post in their own feed that had been modified by our extension. We consider the risk here to be similar to accidentally retweeting something on one’s own feed, something that can happen under normal circumstances. In practice, only one participant retweeted one of the posts our extension modified during the study, and we helped them reverse this action during the debriefing phase (described below).

For the misinformation posts we showed, we used social media posts and articles that were debunked by Snopes [78], a reputable fact-checking site. Many posts were platform-specific, so the selection for Facebook and Twitter was not identical. These posts (summarized in Table 1) occurred within the past few years, and covered three categories identified in prior work: humorous fakes, serious fabrications, and large-scale hoaxes [72]. We included a variety of topics including health, politics (appealing to both left- and right-leaning viewpoints), and miscellaneous like weather; Figure 1 and Figure 2 show examples. Screenshots of all posts can be found in the Supplementary Materials. Prior to recruitment and throughout the study period, we tested the extension on our laptops to ensure it would only make the cosmetic changes we intended.

On Facebook, some of our false posts showed up as Sponsored, allowing us to observe participants’ reactions in the context of advertising on their feeds. (We note that ads have been used in disinformation campaigns [73, 83].) On Twitter, modified posts only showed up as non-sponsored tweets.

Consent Procedure
For enhanced validity, we designed the study to avoid prompting participants to think about misinformation before the debrief. We initially deceived participants about the study’s purpose, describing it only as investigating how people interact with different types of posts on their feeds, from communication to entertainment to news. During the consent procedure, we stated that our browser extension would visually modify Facebook and Twitter (which it actually did) and would keep a count of the participant’s likes and shares (which it did not; we used this as misdirection to avoid participants focusing on possible visual modifications). As is standard ethical practice, and because changed posts or other news feed content could be upsetting to someone, participants were told they could discontinue the study at any point and still receive compensation.

Interview and Social Media Feed Procedures
We started with a semi-structured interview, asking about what social media platform people use, whose content they see on it, and what they use it for.

Then participants either logged into their social media accounts on our laptop, which had the browser extension installed, or we installed the browser extension onto their computer’s browser. We did not store login information, and we logged them out (or uninstalled the extension if it was installed on their computer) at the conclusion of the study. We asked participants to scroll through their feed while thinking aloud about their reactions to various posts, e.g., why they interacted with it, why they skipped it, etc. We asked participants to keep scrolling until they had seen all possible inserted posts. Each participant saw a majority of 9 Facebook or 7 Twitter posts modified, as they scrolled through their feeds within around 15 minutes. After this, we explicitly asked participants about their experiences with fake news posts prior to the study.

Due to technical difficulties, not all modified posts showed up on everyone’s feed. Some participants could not complete the
We describe how participants interact with posts as they scroll. We now describe our findings about how people interact with social media posts, including our false posts, without fully reading them. After iteratively comparing and refining codes to develop the final codebook, each researcher coded half of the interviews and then double-checked the other's coding for consistency. Audio recordings of the interviews were transcribed and annotated with hand-written notes. We then followed an iterative coding process to analyze the data. To construct the codebook, two researchers read several transcripts to code inductively, developing a set of themes pertaining to our research questions. After iteratively comparing and refining codes to develop the final codebook, each researcher coded half of the interviews and then double-checked the other’s coding for consistency.

RESULTS
We now describe our findings about how people interact with potential misinformation on their own social media feeds. We surface reasons why people may not deeply read or investigate posts, as well as the strategies they use when they do choose to investigate.

Interactions with Misinformation (and Other) Posts
We describe how participants interact with posts as they scroll through their feed, focusing in particular on reactions to the fake posts we showed them, but often contextualize our findings using observations about how they interact with posts in general (any of which, in practice, could be misinformation).

Skipping or Ignoring Posts
Before someone can assess the credibility of a social media post, they must first pay attention to it. We observed participants simply scrolling past many posts on their feeds, including our false posts, without fully reading them.

Debriefing
Finally, we disclosed the true purpose of the study and explained that we had modified posts in their feeds to look like they contained misinformation. To minimize potential loss of self-esteem by participants who were fooled by our modified posts, we normalized these reactions by emphasizing that misinterpreting false news is common and that identifying it is challenging, and that their participation in the study was helpful towards addressing this issue. In one case, P9 had retweeted the real post underlying our fake post, so we helped them undo this action (within 10 minutes). No participants showed signs of distress during the study or debriefing, most responded neutrally, and some self-reflected (one with disappointment) on their ability to detect fake news. To ensure that participants knew which posts had appeared due to the study, we showed them screenshots of all of our misinformation posts. We aimed to help participants avoid believing the false information itself as well as to clarify that their friends or followees had not actually posted it. The debriefing occurred immediately after the interview, so participants did not have any opportunity to share our false posts with anyone else online or offline between the study and the debriefing.

Data Analysis
Audio recordings of the interviews were transcribed and annotated with hand-written notes. We then followed an iterative coding process to analyze the data. To construct the codebook, two researchers read several transcripts to code inductively, developing a set of themes pertaining to our research questions. After iteratively comparing and refining codes to develop the final codebook, each researcher coded half of the interviews and then double-checked the other’s coding for consistency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Twitter*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Twitter*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>Facebook*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Facebook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>Twitter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Participant ages and the platform on which we conducted the think-aloud session. *Due to technical difficulties, we could not complete the feed-scrolling portion of the study with these participants.

One reason that participants ignored posts was because they would take too much time to fully engage with (long text or videos). In contrast, shorter posts and memes often caught participants’ attention. For example, P10 skipped the E. coli article, but read and laughed at the short Lettuce meme, explaining: “If it was something funny like a meme or something, then I’d probably care about it, but it’s just words. So a little bit less interested.” Of course, different people have different preferences. P16 ignores memes that don’t “grab her right away” but is more interested in personal posts written by people she knows (what she called “high-quality” content).

In addition to preferring short posts, some participants were also drawn to posts with significant community engagement (likes or shares). For example, P13 skipped through many tweets, including our fake articles, but read the Lettuce tweet because, “It got so many re-tweets and likes....Maybe part of it is the fact that it’s one sentence, it’s not like there’s multiple paragraphs like this tweet below it. It’s not like it’s a video....Like if it’s just a sentence and it’s getting this much engagement maybe there’s a reason why people are reading it.” P18 also mentioned that posts with over 10,000 likes or retweets will jump out at him.

Participants discussed making quick decisions about whether they found a post interesting or relevant enough to fully read. For example, when encountering our false Dishwasher post, P10, who does not live in Florida, stated, “I read the word Florida and I stopped reading. I was like, Okay that’s not
Another common reason—as with P20 above—for choosing to ignore a post was that participants identified it as an ad. We found that many participants were aware of the ads on their feed and explicitly ignored them, and sometimes told Facebook to “Hide this ad”. For example, P6 hid two of our false posts which showed up as sponsored. (In contrast, some people did pay attention to ads if they were interested in the content: for example P9 liked a political candidate’s promoted tweet because she “support[s] it” and thinks “that liking things makes it pop up more often in other peoples’ feeds”.)

When we debriefed the participants at the end of the interview, pointing out the fake news posts that we had “inserted” into their feeds, we found that participants did not always remember the posts that they had skipped. For example, P3 later had no recollection of the Anti-vax tweet, which she skipped while scrolling. (In contrast, P24 skipped the Lettuce and E. coli Facebook posts, but later remembered the general ideas.) As we discuss further in the Discussion, this finding raises the question: to what extent do people remember the fake news posts that they ignore, and to what extent might these posts nevertheless affect their perception of the topic?

**Taking Content at Face Value**

We often observed participants taking the content of posts at face value and not voicing any skepticism about whether it was true. For example, P14 reacted to a close friend appearing to post our false E. coli article by saying, “I would definitely click on that and read the article” (not to investigate its claims but to learn the news).

Often the root cause of this trust seemed to be trust in the person who posted the content, and/or confirmation bias on the part of the participants when the post aligned with their political views. For example, when P9 saw a public figure she trusts appear to retweet our false NZ Fox post, she stated, “I’m actually going to retweet that because it’s something I wholeheartedly support.” P3 also accepted this false post at face value, trusting the celebrity who posted it: “Okay, this is a news article. But, it’s from a celebrity I follow. I think I would click into this… I think it’s good when celebrities post articles that reflect my political beliefs because I think that if they have the platform, they should use it for good… [though] obviously, I don’t get all of my political insights from [them].”

**Sharing or Liking Posts**

In a few cases, participants directly attempted to share or “like” the posts we modified. (Again, they could not actually share the false content during the study.) P9 was the only participant to reshare a post, retweeting the NZ Fox article; P21 stated she would email her friends the NZ Fox article; several participants “liked” modified posts. We note that prior work has found that fake news was not reshared on Facebook during the 2016 election as much as commonly thought [39]. Nevertheless, even people who do not actively share or “like” the false posts they take at face value may share their content outside of the platform (e.g., via email or conversation) or incorporate them into their worldviews.

**Skepticism About Content**

In other cases, people voiced skepticism about posts. For example, some were skeptical of potentially manipulated images. While several participants scrolled past the Sydney Storm Facebook post without much thought, P22 correctly noted, “Well it looks photoshopped… I’ve seen similar things before.” Sometimes skepticism about the content was compounded by skepticism about the source. For example, P5 did not believe the 450-pound dog video on Twitter, saying that “the type of breed of dog that it was showing doesn’t grow that large. I mean possibly it could happen, right, but I think there would be much more news about it if that was actually true, and I can’t remember if the Dodo [the video creator] is actually a real news outlet or not.” Sometimes this skepticism was sufficient for participants, who then ignored the post; in other cases, this prompted them to investigate further, using strategies we discuss in more detail below.

**Skepticism About Post Context**

Because our methodology involved modifying the appearance of people’s social media feeds, sometimes our modifications did not make sense in context. Some participants were aware when content appeared that did not fit their mental model of what someone or some group would post. After seeing our false Lettuce meme, P14 said, “We don’t typically post news in the group. So this is a sort of odd post… So I would just pass it over.” And P2 stated, “[Group Name]… Wait, is this the post they usually do?… Good post, but not so related to what they do.” Both participants scrolled past without investigating the claims or why the account posted it; it was unclear what their assessment was of the content itself. In the Discussion section, we return to this observation of our participants having strong mental models of their own social media feeds.

In some cases, participants were also skeptical about or annoyed by ads on their feeds. For example, P17 mistook a sponsored post for a post by his friend, and then expressed that he did not like “what appears to be a personal post from a person but who’s not my friend, [and] it’s sponsored. He’s not somebody I follow.”

**Getting Different Perspectives**

At least one participant interacted with a misinformation post specifically to learn more about a viewpoint different from their own, rather than (exclusively) to investigate its accuracy: P9 opened the anti-vaccination article from our false tweet to read later because, “In my work and in my life, I encounter a lot of people of the opposite political denomination from me, and so just I want to understand their viewpoint, and I also want to have counter arguments.” More generally, we note that a number of participants (P5, P7, P9, P13, P21, and P24) mentioned following differing political viewpoints on their social media feed to gain a broader news perspective.

**Misinterpreting Posts**

Finally, sometimes participants misinterpreted our false posts, leading to incorrect determinations about their accuracy. For example, P24 saw the Church post appear as if posted by a
LGBTQ group on Facebook, and thus did not actually read the post before quickly clicking “like” on it in order to support the group. P10 glanced at the CA Bill post and said she would normally click to open the article because she identifies as LGBTQ, while not fully understanding the headline. P22 misinterpreted the Billionaires post as being supportive of a politician rather than misquoting and critiquing her.

Reasons for Not Investigating Posts
We now turn to the reasons why participants did not further investigate posts—whether or not they were skeptical of them at face value—both based on their comments during the think-aloud portion of the study as well as their more general self-reported behaviors in the interview portion.

Political Burnout
Many participants noted they were too exhausted or saddened by current politics to engage with political news (potential misinformation or not) on social media. For example, P3 stated, “Sometimes, it’s like if I’m burnt out, I’m not necessarily going on Twitter to read the news. I just want to see my friends’ posts or funny things.” Likewise, P2 ignored all posts about politics, including fake ones.

P10 also said, “I feel like a lot of the political posts about so and so has done this, and it’s like, is that really true or did someone make that up, or are they exaggerating it? So I think posts like that I kind of question, but I try not to get into political stuff, so I don’t even research it, I don’t look into it or anything like that ’cause that’s just, I don’t know, it’s stressful.” This finding supports Duggan et al.’s work, which noted that one-third of social media users were worn out by political content on those sites [11].

Not in the Mood, or Uninterested
In some cases, participants were simply not interested in the topic of a particular article—either ever, or at the present moment. Our observations of participants’ social media use highlighted the broad range of use cases and content that are combined in a single feed, including news, entertainment, and professional and personal communication. Sometimes participants were just not using social media for the purpose of news, and so investigating potential misinformation did not fit into their task. For example, P20 said, “When somebody [likes] a lot of very political things, I generally don’t like to engage with those so much or even read them because I feel like that’s not what I want to be using Facebook for.” P13 made the same observation about Twitter: “It’s a lot of people talking about really politicalized issues, so I’m not always in the head space to like really want to dive into some of this stuff.”

Would Take Too Long
Participants also sometimes balked at the time and effort it would take to deeply investigate a post, article, or claim. P5 spelled out this calculation: “It wasn’t worth me investigating further and then clearing up to them personally [with] how much time or energy it would take from me but then also how important it would be to them.” P18, when asked how long they spend on a confusing tweet before moving on, said, “Probably less than 8 seconds.”

Hard to Investigate on Mobile
While our study was conducted on a laptop, some participants also discussed using mobile versions of Facebook or Twitter. P15 preferred the desktop versions: “There’s a number of things I do with the phone, but I prefer having the laptop experience in general, of having tabs and then I can switch between the tabs more easily than the phone. I don’t like how the phone locks you into one thing.” On a desktop browser, someone can easily open a post they would like to investigate in a background tab and return to it later, without interrupting their current flow of processing their social media feed.

Overconfidence About Misinformation
One reason that people may sometimes take misinformation at face value is that they incorrectly assume they will be able to recognize it, or that they will not encounter it. For example, P11 mentioned not actively worrying about misinformation online because they believed that it was typically targeted at groups of people they did not belong to: “I tend to associate [fake news] with the [political] right, and I don’t follow anything on the right.” While prior work does suggest that conservatives shared more misinformation than liberals during the 2016 U.S. election [39], and while P11 was not fooled by any of our false posts, we note that disinformation campaigns have been shown to target left-leaning groups as well (e.g., [4]), and that it is possible that a false sense of security may cause someone to be more susceptible. (This hypothesis should be tested by future research.) As another example, P9 believed the NZ Fox post, despite believing “I guess I don’t fall for things with no source documentation or things that aren’t true.” We discuss other examples of cases where people’s stated strategies were contradicted by their behaviors below.

Investigative Strategies
Finally, we turn to the strategies that our participants used—or self-described using outside the context of the study—to investigate potential misinformation posts. That is, once someone has decided that they are unsure about a post, but has not yet decided to dismiss it entirely on those grounds, what do they do to assess its credibility?

Investigating Claims Directly
Participants described several strategies for directly investigating claims in a post. The most straightforward is to click on the article in a post to learn more. For example, when P22 saw the Eggs Facebook post, he was skeptical: “I’ve never heard anything about Bernie Sanders throwing eggs at black civil rights protesters. So I think I would click on the news story here and see what more it’s about.” He clicked the article and learned that the post image was miscaptioned. However, clicking through is not always effective: P7 described previously having been fooled by the debunked Pizzagate conspiracy on Twitter: “I click[ed] on that hashtag because [it was] trending of specific region... I saw the number of retweets and the number of [favorites]. It has very, very high numbers of all these elements... I clicked the external link to the website. I read the whole article, and, yeah, I was fooled.”

Sometimes participants described previously using a web search or in-person conversation to investigate the claims of a post or article (though no one did this during the study). For
example, P3, P7, P8, P9, P17, P22, and P23 self-reported that they attempted to verify among multiple sources a story they found suspicious, and/or to see if news outlets they trust were reporting on the same story. P23 and her spouse use their smart assistant to check news stories. P8 described asking her friends and family for opinions on news articles.

Another approach—mentioned by P14, P17, and P23—is to use a fact-checking site like Snopes to investigate claims. P14 said about Snopes, “So if somebody posts something and I’m like, ‘Um, I don’t know about that,’ that’s the first place I’d go.” P7, fooled by Pizzagate as described above, eventually learned it was false when friends directed him to Snopes.

**Investigating Article Source**
A number of participants discussed using the source website of a posted article to assess its credibility. For example, P24 described the following heuristic: “If it’s like ‘Al and Bob’s website,’ I’m not going to click on it....If it’s like ‘CNN Bob’ or ‘CNN South’ or something, I’m not going to click on it because they put ‘CNN’ to make it seem factual where it isn’t. But if it’s like cnn.com, then I’ll click on it, but if it’s something I’ve never heard of, then I won’t even click on it.” Sometimes these lessons are learned the hard way: after P24 (prior to our study) was fooled by a clickbaity headline from a non-reputable site saying a basketball player had been traded, he now only trusts the ESPN site or the social media posts of well-known sports reporters.

P22 explained that if he reads an article (not necessarily from social media) that sounds unbelievable, he double-checks whether the source is a satirical one (such as The Onion); P19 does the same after having once been fooled by an Onion article. Similarly, P25 described using a web search to investigate sources with which he is not familiar.

**Investigating Poster**
Some participants tried to gain more context about a post by investigating the account that posted it. P3, P5, P7, P9, and P13 hovered over Twitter account icons to gain more context. For example, P3 had to double-check the poster because “they changed their display name and their picture.” (We did not notice anyone on Facebook doing the same thing, perhaps because people are more likely to encounter accounts of people they do not personally know well on Twitter versus Facebook.)

**Using Comments on Posts**
Participants described using the comments or replies on posts as a fact-checking strategy—both to help them assess the credibility of a post themselves, and to proactively help correct others. For example, P18 has used Twitter comments to determine a post’s veracity. After hearing about a conspiracy of a town being intentionally set on fire, P18 looked for news on Twitter and learned from “an overwhelming majority of...downvoting” comments on a post that the conspiracy was false.

Others participants mentioned commenting on posts to alert the poster that they posted something incorrect. For example, P14 will “often then post on their post, and be like, ‘Um, no.’” P22 has gotten themselves “into so many heated arguments on Facebook”. However, others reported avoiding engaging in comments, either because of prior bad experiences, because of a desire to avoid conflict, or because they left it to others. For example, P16 explained that they do not reply to anti-vaccination posts because, “I feel like pediatricians and infectious disease people are just doing such a good job with it that I don’t have much to add. So I prefer to sit back and concentrate my arguing online to other things.” As an example of a bad experience, P13 had to block a friend on Instagram because that person posted a screenshot of P13 trying to debunk the friend’s antisemitism and conspiracy theories.

**Platform Affordances**
As described in the Related Work section, both Facebook and Twitter provides some platform affordances that might aid people in noticing or investigating potential misinformation.

**Facebook.** We observed none of our participants using Facebook’s “i” button that shows more information about the source websites (despite investigating the source website being a common strategy, discussed above). When prompted, most of our participants had not previously noticed this button. One of our participants (P22) did mention having seen or heard about a Facebook warning about misinformation (perhaps the “Disputed Article” label from earlier versions of Facebook [23] or a “Related” fact-checking article [21]).

In some cases, platform design may hinder participants’ ability to accurately assess content’s credibility or source. For example, P11 noted a design choice that troubled her on Facebook: when friends “like” Facebook Pages like The New York Times, Facebook may show sponsored articles from that Page with the content of the article. It’s kind of disturbing.”

**Twitter.** On Twitter, participants sometimes used or discussed the blue “verified” badge used by some accounts. Confirming prior work [49], we did not observe our participants confusing the badge’s meaning as implying credibility of the content. For example, when P7 was asked if the verified status helped him determine an article’s veracity, he replied, “Not at all. Because I mean, I don’t really know about the verification process of Twitter, but sometimes, I do feel that there are some users where, even famous users, who have very radical political opinions, have verified accounts.” While P24 does use the badge to help assess content credibility, he does so by identifying whether the account is an expert (in this case, a known sports journalist) who can be trusted on the topic.

**Contradictory Behavior**
Finally, we sometimes observed participants act in ways that contradicted their stated strategies—typically incorrectly taking a particular false post at face value. For example, P21 assumed that the NZ Fox tweet from MSNBC was true, despite later explaining that she did not trust MSNBC as a news source: “If they tweet something that interests me that I have never seen anywhere before, I might click through to get more details. I don’t trust them. I wouldn’t use it for a news source per se...but I might look to see what they’re saying so I can go investigate it some place else.” P21’s explanation for this inconsistency was that the NZ Fox tweet did not contain “criti-
cal information” that necessitated fact-checking (and, perhaps due to confirmation bias, may have been more believable to someone who welcomed the news).

This finding raises an important consideration: there are many different factors that influence how and what people choose to believe, disbelieve, or investigate when they are interacting with their social media feeds. As a result, people’s self-reported and well-intentioned fact-checking aspirations can sometimes be trumped by the specifics of the current context.

**DISCUSSION**

Stepping back, our results provide more ecologically-valid support for previous work on how people determine credibility (as our study was conducted in the context of people’s actual personal feeds), while being specific to the mediums of Facebook and Twitter. In this section, we tie our findings into a broader discussion of how people assess the credibility of (mis)information on social media, and we highlight avenues that our results suggest for future work.

**Determining Credibility**

**Motivation**

The Elaboration Likelihood Model of persuasion (ELM) [67] and the Heuristic-Systematic Model (HSM) [9] both suggest that people more rigorously evaluate information when their motivation is higher [62]. Further work suggests that dual cognitive processing pathways exist, one “fast, automatic” and the other “slow, deliberative” [15], which researchers have proposed means people use different heuristics for evaluating credibility depending on whether they are motivated enough to spend more time with the information [31]. We echo that “understanding users’ motivations to process information using more or less cognitive effort is an important first step toward understanding how often and when specific heuristics may be invoked during credibility evaluation,” [61] and offer some empirical examples of different motivations on social media.

Several participants noted that they do not use social media for political news (either at the moment or all the time), and they skipped such content. This lack of interest provides a possible explanation for why exposure to political content on social media has little effect on civic engagement [82]. Our findings support a theory from Tucker et al. that despite the high availability of political news online, people may focus their attention on entertainment news instead [84].

For some participants who were interested in political news, they were either slow and attentive to articles going through their feeds, or they skipped articles because they would take too long to process and instead focused on text or meme posts. Given that medium may affect credibility [89], and that previous work often only focused on article-based misinformation, we recommend future work investigate what cues people use to trust text, image, and meme social media posts. we would also like to see future work studying to what extent people remember (and incorporate into their worldview) misinformation when they do not read a full article (but rather simply scroll past headlines).

**Heuristics**

Metzger et al. discuss the following credibility heuristics that people may use when processing information with low motivation: reputation, endorsement, consistency, expectancy, and persuasive intent [62]. Indeed, some of our users self-reported using the news source to determine credibility (reputation), relying on trust of the poster (endorsement), searching for multiple other sources corroborating the same headline (consistency), being skeptical when a post seemed out of line from the poster’s typical content (expectancy violation), or skipping ads (persuasive intent).

The fact that many participants self-reported using the source (i.e., website) of a news article to evaluate its credibility also echoes findings from Flintham et al. [33]. However, during our study, only P24 actually skipped a post because he did not recognize and trust the article’s source. Meanwhile, several participants on Twitter hovered over the icons of posters, rather than look into the article’s source. On both platforms, degree of closeness or trust in the poster seemed to be a more salient factor when people decided to pay attention to a post or take it at face value. This observation supports previous work which found social endorsements or trust in the poster to be more important than the article’s source [60, 81].

One reason this picture is complicated is that motivation affects strategy. Tandoc et al. [44] found that people relied more on friend endorsement for articles where they had low motivation, but relied more on news organization reputation for articles where they had high motivation. Thus, we emphasize that future work must control for motivation when studying how people interact with (mis)information, and must consider these nuances when designing affordances to support heuristics.

For example, reliance on the endorsement or other heuristics may have played into why almost no participants used or even knew about the Facebook “i” button for learning more about the sources of articles; this interface may work better for more deliberate information processing. Unobtrusive user-facing solutions that aim to describe an article’s source may in practice have little effect on users who rely on heuristics.

While the “i” button aims to help people assess article sources, both Facebook and Twitter have blue “verified” checkmarks to help people assess the validity of the accounts of public figures and others (i.e., supporting the endorsement heuristic). These checkmarks are intended to verify authenticity of account ownership, not the content posted by that account, and we found that our participants generally interpreted it this way. While previous work has shown that Twitter’s verified badge does not impact credibility perception when participants do not know the poster [87], we note that P24 did use it (reasonably, we believe) as a credibility heuristic for posted content related to the poster’s field of expertise.

**Understanding and Curation of Own Social Feeds**

A recurring theme throughout our observations was that our participants had precise (but not necessarily complete) mental models about their own social media feeds. For example, participants generally expressed an awareness that their feeds are algorithmically curated by Facebook or Twitter (suggesting
Additionally, despite social media curation raising concern over ideological “echo chambers” [42], researchers have found that social media increases exposure to a variety of political viewpoints [5, 11, 32]. Some of our qualitative results support this finding, as several participants follow and pay attention to news of a different ideological bent in order to gain perspective of “the other side”. Twitter and Facebook have provided users with a convenient way of curating multiple perspectives onto their feed. However, further research is needed also on how individuals who are embedded in a homogeneous echo chamber [84] interact with misinformation.

There are several possible reasons why our participants displayed so much understanding and agency over their feeds. It could be that people’s awareness in general has improved over time (prior work indeed suggests that people improve at identifying ads with more experience [45]), and because online misinformation has received widespread attention. It could also be in part a reflection of our participants’ demographics (people who use social media often). However, these findings give us hope: in designing solutions for fake news on social media, we must not assume that all users are ignorant of potential media manipulation and inaccuracy. We are optimistic that education solutions in this area can be impactful (for example, P8 learned from being duped by an article and has adjusted his consumption behavior), as well as user interface solutions that help empower users with additional knowledge and agency. In other words, we should view solutions as a partnership with users, rather than something social media platforms should merely impose on or solve for them.

**Avenues For Future Work**

Our work suggests possible directions for future designs to better support current ad hoc strategies for evaluating social media post credibility. For example, a common reason that our participants did not further investigate posts was that they did not have or want to take the time and mental energy to dig deeper into something they happened to see while scrolling through their social media feeds (also, on a mobile device such side-investigations may be more challenging). Quickly-updating and algorithmically-curated social media feeds can also make it hard to return to posts later. To better support returning to posts, we propose an “Investigate Later” option that users can select, filing the post away to return to later. User investigative efforts could be offloaded and aided by automated means, e.g., alerting users if posts that they wanted to “investigate later” were subsequently debunked by a reputable fact-checking site.

Finally, we emphasize that the interplay of motivation, demographics, medium, and other effects all play a role in how people interact with misinformation online. Our results presented various user strategies for credibility evaluation, such as fact-checking in comments, crowd-sourced skepticism, and searching for corroborative headlines, and presented lack of motivation for investigating claims in the moment.

Future work should explore interactions and strategies focusing on images, text, and meme-style fake news with a more diverse group of people, false information with different topics and sources, fake news interactions on phones and tablets, as well as investigative strategies during differently-motivated social media use sessions.

**LIMITATIONS**

Most fundamentally, our study is exploratory qualitative work, so we cannot make generalizations about our findings to the broader U.S. (or any other) population. Our participant demographics had limited variety: one-third are attending a large public university, and all of our participants identified as either politically left-leaning or independent. We also did not control for which types of posts were modified during the study (e.g., poster relationship, sponsored or not, news salience); our results suggest variables that should be controlled in future experiments. Due to technical limitations, neither Twitter nor Facebook posts showed the comments that were originally attached to the fake news post, and some participants did not see all of the posts we intended (or could not complete the feed scrolling portion of the study). Finally, while we encouraged participants to scroll how they normally would through social media, their behavior was observed in a lab setting with a researcher sitting next to them. Despite these limitations, our study expands on prior findings and theories, and presents avenues for future work.

**CONCLUSION**

Our qualitative study provides a detailed look at how people interact with fake news posts on Twitter and Facebook through both observation and self-reports, using a browser extension to modify posts in participants’ social media feeds to look like fake news. Participants often took posts at face value or looked to the poster for context when they were uncertain. Strategies they used to investigate suspicious posts included investigating the source or poster and looking at comments, though many participants did not investigate for a variety of reasons. Our work presents a broad view of social media misinformation consumption and raises important questions for future work.
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